CM INAUGURATES AWARENESS WORKSHOP ON WASTE MANAGEMENT AT SANKHALI

Panaji, January 04, 2020

Chief Minister Dr. Pramod Sawant witnessed the workshop "Down to Earth" organized by Sankhali Municipal Council in association with Municipal Administration at Ravindra Bhavan Sankhali today.

Down to Earth the workshop, was on Waste Generation Responsibility, Segregation and Home Composting, was attended by the elected representatives and stake holders from Bicholim taluka.

CD consisting video song giving message to keep the city clean was released at the hands of Chief Minister.

Speaking on the occasion Dr. Pramod Sawant appealed to the public keep the city clean and green.

Focusing on segregation Dr. Sawant appealed to the public to initiate small initiatives in controlling the waste management menace in the State. If we take the responsibility of our waste others will definitely follow you, he added

Present on the occasion were Director, Municipal Administration Dr. Tariq Thomas, IAS, Chairperson, Sankhali Municipality Shri Dharmesh Saglani, Mamlatdar and Chief Officer of Sankhali Municipality Shri Pravinjay Pandit, Vice - Chairperson, Smt. Kunda Madkar, Councilors Smt. Shubhada Sawaiikar, Raya Parsekar, Smt. Rashmi Desai, Shri. Rajesh Sawal, Shri Anand Kanekar, Sarpanchas of different V.P. Smt. Sushma Sawant, Shri Govind Velguekar, Shri Pradeep Naik, Shri Sanjay Naik, Smt Mayuri Gawas and others including Shri Gaurav Pokle were present on the occasion.

Dr. Tariq Thomas, IAS, and Shri Dharmesh Saglani also spoke on the occasion.

Earlier Shri Pravinjay Pandit welcomed the guests and highlighted the motto behind organizing the event. Shri Dattaprasad Jog compered the function while Smt. Shubhada Sawaiikar proposed vote of thanks.
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